Abstract. In [2] Eisenbud and Evans gave an important generalization of Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem. However, their proof, using maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules, may have limited the validity of their theorem to a proper subclass of all local rings. (Höchster proved the existence of maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules for local rings which contain a field, cf.
1. The Generalized Principal Ideal Theorem. We recall some notations from [2] . Let T? be a commutative noetherian ring, and M a finitely generated Ä-module. The order ideal M*(x) of an element x G M is given by M*(x):= {f(x):f(EM*}, where M* denotes the dual HomR(M, R) of M. Since M is finitely presented, the formation of M*(x) commutes with flat ring extensions, in particular with localizations, completions, and the adjunction of indeterminates. The rank of M is the maximum of dimÄ ^R Mp/pMp, p ranging over the minimal primes of T?. For all unexplained notations and terminology we refer the reader to [7] .
Theorem 1 below extends Theorem 1.1 of [2] to all (local) rings 7?. It was named "Generalized Principal Ideal Theorem" because one recovers Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem for elements xv . . ., xm G R from it by specializing M to Rm and x to (*,,..., xm) G Rm. (Theorem 1 was called the "Eisenbud-Evans Principal Ideal Conjecture" in [5].) Theorem 1. Let R be a noetherian ring, M a finitely generated R-module, and x G M. If there is a prime ideal p of R with x G pMp, then ht M*(x) < rank M.
Proof. It is enough to prove ht M*(x) < rank A7q for a prime ideal q of R (with x G qTtq): By the way rank M was defined, it cannot increase under localization, and ht M*(x) < ht M*(x) simply because (M*(x)\ = M*(x).
Let us first assume that there is a prime ideal q of R such that Mq is a free T?q-module and x G qAfq. Then ht M*(x) < rank MQ by Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem since M* is generated by rank Ma elements.
In the general case we may assume that R is local with maximal ideal p. We may even suppose that R is a complete local ring, height and rank being stable under completion. Finally we can factor out a minimal prime ideal q of Tí for which ht M*(x) = ht(M*(x) + q)/q, cf. [2] . So we only need to prove the theorem for universally catenarian local domains.
There are elements e" ..., e_ E M such that x = a,e, + ■ • ■ +ame" with 2. Determinantal ideals. As above, let T? be a commutative noetherian ring. The ideal generated by the determinants of the t X t submatrices of an m X n matrix <p over R is denoted by I,(<p) (with the usual conventions, I,(<p) = T? for / < 0 and I»(<P) = 0 for t > min(w, n)). We define the kth fitting invariant Fk(M) of a finitely We claim ht I,(«p') < n -t. Consider <p as a map Rm -» R" and, correspondingly, <p' as a map Rm -» R"~x. Let M := Coker <p and M' := Coker m'. M' is isomorphic to M/Rën, e,, . . . , en denoting the elements of the canonical basis of R". Since I,(ç>) (J: p, Mv needs exactly n -t generators. So does M'p because I,(<p') C p. Necessarily <?" G pMp, and ht M*(ën) < rank M = n -t by Theorem 1. Regarding the determinantal relations of the columns of q> as elements of R"* which vanish on Im <p (the submodule of Ä" generated by the rows of <p) we conclude I,(<p') c A/*(ë")* and obtain the claim.
In complete local domains the equation ht o + dim R/a = dim R holds for all ideals a. Consequently Theorem 2 is settled once we have shown that dim R/lt(<p') = ht I,(<p)/I,(m') < m -t + 1.
Lemma. Let R be a local ring, and <p an m X n matrix over R, whose last column consists of elements in the maximal ideal m of R. Let <p' be the matrix formed by the first n -1 columns oftp. Ifl,(<p') = 0, then ht I,(<p) < m -t + 1. Proof. After the by now usual reduction to the case of a complete local domain, one applies Theorem 2 inductively to obtain the assertion in the case tp = \p. Then one uses the lemma to complete the proof by induction on (m + n) -(u + v).
Corollary 1, essentially predicted in [2] , generalizes the Eagon-Northcott bound, to which it specializes for <p = >p, t + k = min(fn, n) + 1. It does not say (in general): ht I((<p) > EN(m, n, t) implies ht 1,+^) > EN(w, v, t + k). The corresponding statement for dim R -dim R/l,(<p) and dim 7? -dim R/ll+k(\¡/), however, is always true (cf. [2, proof of Corollary 2.4]). Again the reader should observe that the inequalities for height imply the corresponding inequalities for depth.
We now return to the interpretation of determinantal ideals as fitting invariants. It would be extremely interesting to construct modules over regular local rings for which the bound in Corollary 2 is attained. It easy to write down examples with rank N = 0 (equivalently, proj dim M = 1), and rather nontrivial ones with rank N = 1 can be found in [9] , but we know of no such modules with rank M > 1 and rank N > 1.
In our last corollary p(N) shall denote the minimal number of generators of an R-module N. Theorem 3, which is a consequence of a theorem of Fallings [3] , gives a better bound on ht I,(<p), provided R is regular and t is small compared to m or n. Proof. Localizing with respect to a minimal prime ideal of I,(<p), we may suppose I,(<p) primary to the maximal ideal of R. Regard (pasa map of Rm -► R", and put M := Coker <p. If dim R > n, then by Satz 1 of [3] , n -t among the residues ev . . . , e" of the canonical basis of R", say, ë,+" . . ., ë", generate a free direct summand of rank n -t in every localization Mp, p nonmaximal. Therefore M' := M/Rel+l + • • • + Re~n has finite length. Now M' is isomorphic to Coker <p', <p' consisting of the first t columns of q>. l,(<p') is again primary to the maximal ideal of T?, hence dim R < m -r + lby Theorem 2 (for the classical case of maximal minors).
Faltings gives his theorem in a more general setting. For complete local domains the inequality of Theorem 3 becomes ht I,(<p) < max(m + embdim T? -dim R, n -t + \), embdim R denoting the embedding dimension of R, i.e., the minimal number of generators of the maximal ideal of R. For the most general case cf. [3] .
